
Show-Stopping Perfection
An extraordinary countryside property
serenely set in the stunning natural
landscape of Andalusia

VALENCIA, VALENCIA, SPAIN, May 25,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Grandiose in
conception and superlative in
achievement, this remarkable country
property for sale in Spain Andalusia is a
special property of sensational beauty
and magnificent singularity.

For undiluted privacy and indulgence, it
offers an unrivalled refined lifestyle set
against an exclusive backdrop of
spectacular architectural prowess,
sophisticated finesse, and unforgettable
views.

Ideally positioned just 30 minutes from
the charms and allure of Seville, this
exceptional hacienda sits serenely amid
the gently rolling hills of Andalusia
commanding far-reaching vistas.

When approaching this former summer
residence of a Madrid duke and his
family along its private tree-lined drive,
the distinguished villa looms into view,
perfectly embodying a traditional
Andalusian country home. Steeped in
tradition, the second visitors venture
through the doors, they are immediately
enraptured in a reverie, dazzling in its
magnificence and inimitable attention to
the finer details.

Behind its resplendently striking facade
and pristine gardens lies a majestic
domain of grace and composed exquisiteness. The serene and tranquil property offers sumptuous
accommodation and supremely elegant living and entertainment areas that exude timeless character
and charm.

Boasting extraordinary workmanship and architectural refinement while radiating understated
richness and an impeccable overall balance, this enchanting residence is as equally suited to
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intimacy as it is to grandiosity. It offers a unique and extravagant lifestyle environment that makes it
one of Andalusia’s most desirable countryside estates for sale.

The ultra-stylish and enviable interior is elegantly fashioned and lavishly proportioned. It combines the
classic whitewashed-style of Andalusia with references to the timelessness of Moroccan and
European aesthetics to embody an ultra-sophisticated and alluring environment that is refined and
restful in equal measure.

The quality of the pervasive elegance is exuded by the high-quality finishes and exemplary
craftsmanship that is found throughout. Featuring only the finest materials and upmarket finishes, the
villa embraces its conserved original features, consisting of vaulted ceilings and rustic beams, while
adding a modern touch with contemporary lighting and smart home technologies.

Spanning a total area of 1,200m², this immaculate hacienda combines space and quiet
sumptuousness on an impressive scale.

The unassuming splendour of the main living and entertainment areas is luxurious without being
pretentious. The ambience is warm, welcoming, and is steeped in classic luxury and flair, accentuated
by traditional Andalusian elegance and cordiality.

Visually appealing, yet highly functional, the customized farmhouse kitchen makes a tasteful
statement. Created for those who have a passion for culinary discovery, the well-equipped food
preparation areas and state-of-the-art appliances include an Aga stove, beautiful cabinetry, large
central island, and intimate dining area.

The grand property incorporates seven large en-suite suites that can flexibly accommodate a variety
of needs. Every suite, with its own private patio, delivers comfort, class and polished sophistication.

The opulent master bedroom suite offers prestigious indulgence on a definitive scale with attractive
seating areas and exquisite decor. The two largest honeymoon suites, of 100m² each, feature
wonderful terraces that enjoy spectacular daytime views and unforgettable sunsets. Every bedroom
suite features a lavish private bathroom, with traditional or contemporary fittings from renowned high-
quality brands such as Sbordoni of Italy.

The impressive hammam complements the property’s strong essence of luxury and extravagance. A
visual delight, it features an exotic Oriental touch with intricate plasterwork and traditional hand-
crafted tiles adorning the pool and floor.

The property also includes a storage area, utility room, and study. There is sufficient parking for
multiple vehicles and a garage area/outbuilding that can be converted into an additional living area.

Enclosed by established olive groves, this fine Spanish country house is serenely set amid alluring
natural splendour in expansive private grounds that span 3.5 hectares. The perfectly manicured
formal gardens give way to sprawling landscapes of pure natural magnificence.

This opulent property has been constructed around a charming cobble-stoned courtyard in a
traditional Andalusian style that exudes authenticity and charm from every corner. Established shrubs
and trees, including bougainvillea and oleander, create beautiful natural canopies that provide
welcome shade as the owners and their guests listen to the relaxing flow of the fountain that takes
centre stage in the middle of the courtyard. The rooms of the property seamlessly flow from the
courtyard, allowing maximum light to flood throughout its interior.



Featuring large dining areas, an outstanding pool, tranquil covered seating area, and eye-catching
gazebo, the outdoor entertainment and relaxation areas are as exquisite as the interior.

Whether one is seeking an opportunity to enjoy a relaxing breakfast while basking in the warm
Mediterranean sunshine or looking for a covered area in which to while away the afternoon, the
property’s abundant patios and verandas will not disappoint. The captivating and sweeping vistas of
the attractive surrounding landscape will ceaselessly enthral.

Enviably situated in a central location between the vibrant Andalusian capital of Seville and the
historic town of Ronda, this Spanish hacienda is superbly located for those seeking absolute privacy
and luxury seclusion yet within the reach of major towns and cities. It is the perfect place to unwind
and enjoy life’s pleasures in a magnificent idyllic countryside setting while also benefiting from fast
connections to Malaga and Gibraltar international airports.

Combining an impressive scale with intimate comfort, this exclusive countryside estate is ideal as a
holiday retreat or family residence. Over the past five years, it has been meticulously restored, making
it equally perfect as a luxury boutique hotel (subject to appropriate permissions).

A masterpiece of exactitude and stature, this sympathetically restored historic country property for
sale in Spain Andalusia presents any discerning buyer with everything they could hope for.

Price: €3.5 million.

The exceptional country mansion near Seville in Andalusia, South of Spain, is available from
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